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QUESTION 1

Identify two mandatory properties that you must define when modeling an order item specification. 

A. the property that indicates the order item name displayed on the Order Management Web client 

B. the property that indicates what product specification is assigned to an order item 

C. the property that indicates what product class is assigned to an order item 

D. the property that indicates the delivery date requested for an order item 

E. the property that stores the XML payload received when an order is created and associated with an order item 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider an order recognition rule where the validation rule XQuery expression contains the following lines of code.
When a CRM application tries to create orders that would be processed by this recognition rule by using the
CreateOrder web service, which are two possible responses it could receive depending on the output of the validation
expression? 

A. a "CreateOrderResponse" message with the created "Order Id" 

B. a "Fault" message with the description containing "No matching Order Recognition rule found" 

C. a "Fault" message with a description containing "Order Id is missing in the request" 

D. a "Fault" message with a description containing "Transaction not allowed" 

E. a "Fault" message with the description containing "Error in validation expression. See order for details" 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

While upgrading an existing cartridge to fit new requirements, you decide to change the task data of an existing task.
Which two considerations should you take into account when performing this activity? 

A. Adding new elements to your task data will add the same elements to its parent task data. 
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B. Changing your task data will impact the order recognition rule even if you are not changing a creation task. 

C. To change the behavior of a task element, you will have to change the corresponding behavior at the order template
level. 

D. Some of the elements in your task data must be edited in another task because they are inherited. 

E. Changing the task data could also change the task data of other tasks due to inheritance configurations. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 4

You have a cartridge that defines three stages of decomposition. The first stage contains order components that
represent functions, the second stage contains order components that represent target systems, and the third stage
contains order components that represent granularities. You want to define decomposition rules that always apply the
same granularity to a function, independent of the target system that this function is communicating to. How would you
design these decomposition rules such that it is easy to maintain them in the future evolutions of your system topology? 

A. a single decomposition rule with the function as the source order component and the granularity as the target order
component 

B. a single decomposition rule that has all target systems as source order components and the granularity as the target
order component 

C. a single decomposition rule that has only the target systems used by the function as source order components and
the granularity as the target order component 

D. one decomposition rule for each target system, having this target system as the source order component and the
granularity as the target order component 

E. one decomposition rule for each target system used by the function, having this target system as the source order
component and the granularity as the target order component 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Why would you create a new composite cartridge? 

A. to assemble a solution in OSM from a complete collection of all composite cartridges 

B. to create multiple solutions in OSM for all composite cartridges 

C. to assemble a single solution in OSM from a collection of component cartridges 

D. to create a solution that always includes all the component cartridges present in the workspace 

E. Because the composite cartridge feature is not included in OSM. It includes only compound or classic cartridges. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E49311_01/doc.724/e41610/ sce_com_solution_carts.htm#DSCOM316 
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